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Reflections

The myth of intuition
Andrew Peck suggests that we will always need technical
communications, as they form part of the human condition.
Being present at the birth of a child is a
special thing (my second was born a few
days prior to writing), and is a fascinating
reminder that underneath the layers we
wrap ourselves in (from clothing to social
media and polite behaviour) we are still
Naked Apes1 in a zoological sense. Some
make a big deal about ‘humans’ being
different, but having been present at the
birth of young from three different species
(lambs, puppies and babies), the result is
about the same: an exhausted full-sized
female creature, and at least one mewling
tiny creature trying to work out where the
first meal comes from.
The big inter-species difference is
the communications involved. I don’t
mean the noise made during childbirth
(although most animals are a lot quieter,
as sounds of distress are a guaranteed
way of advertising the presence of a new
and defenceless snack to any nearby
predators). I’m talking about the presence
of formal communications: humans have
drugs with labels and literature, beds with
stirrups that are accompanied by diagrams
so they can be manipulated in certain
ways… this list is endless but all starts
with something called a ‘baby book’.

Where’s the ‘how to’ guide?
Baby books are essentially user guides for
the human body. If a hardware manual
talks about indicator lights and pressure
gauges, baby books talk about sweating,
contractions and the importance of not
playing rap music to your unborn child.
They make me wonder how other lessliterate creatures manage (dolphins must
be at particular risk as there is often an
extra chapter on water-births). Baby books
are a technical communications product
for a process that every other species on
the planet manages to go through without
any form of literacy. This is good news for
us technical communicators, as it points
to the rise of homo literatus (reading man)
that is incapable of performing even the
most basic functions without something
being written down or explained in detail.
It could be argued that it is not people
but childbirth that is the special case,
but there are numerous other examples
of humans needing to be taught things
about their own bodies that other species
know instinctively. Take swimming (or at
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least ‘not drowning’), for example. When
immersed in a body of water, the human
body displaces enough water to float
at a level where the nose is just out of
the water (the same is true of most land
mammals… if you’ve ever seen a dog
swimming you’ll know what I mean). One
reason humans drown so easily is that
they feel the need to wave their hands
above their heads, thereby forcing the
body under until only a single grasping
hand is visible above the surface.We need
videos, books and lessons on not drowning
when other animals just get on with it
instinctively.

we need lessons on
“not drowning”
It would seem then, that modern
civilisation and Mother Nature have
conspired to give us more than a little
bit of job security. If humanity requires
technical communications products for
such basics as ‘making more humans’ and
‘not drowning’ then they’re bound to need
them for surgical equipment, software and
the latest portable touch-screen device that
they are adding to the next layer of stuff
around the overly guarded naked ape.

Intuition or familiarity?
So why do we keep hearing talk about
‘intuitive design’, as if some products are
so geared towards the human condition
that they can be used without training or
documentation of any kind? If this were
really the case, then we’d be redundant,
along with a whole tranche of the
educational establishment. It is a fallacy to
suggest that product ‘intuition’ is innate…
it is merely based on familiar patterns
encountered earlier in life. The iPad (often
touted as intuitive) only works because
we’re used to holding books, looking at
screens and pushing buttons to make
things happen. My two-year-old has a toy
with plastic animal faces. When he presses
a face, the toy makes an animal noise…
effectively the company that manufactures
and sells that toy are providing a training
resource so that future generations of
Apple customers know by association
that ‘pushing things with their fingers

gets results’. Apple, by and large, get away
with it, but as technical communicators
we must protect the user against over selfconfidence bordering on arrogance.

Can we rely on familiarity?
In recent weeks, I’ve heard two things that
have scared me. The first was a software
developer who suggested that minimal
training materials were needed as while
the back-end of their new version was very
different, the interface was ‘intuitive’ and
broadly similar to their previous versions
(a quick-thinking marketer quickly pointed
out that this would be fine provided they
weren’t planning on getting any new
business).
The second (slightly more worrying,
and difficult to correct) was a government
minister. He suggested that he’d personally
be overseeing changes to tax and benefits
forms to make them more ‘intuitive’ and
familiar to the public, perhaps forgetting
that most members of the public don’t
routinely fill out government documents
to claim expenses and that his bright idea
might not be as intuitive for people lacking
his prior experiences.

We have an important part to play
Both of the above cases point to the
importance of technical communicators
providing good advice to designers and
project managers. If, as a species, we’re
incapable of procreating or not drowning
without documentation and training, then
it’s only fair to suggest that no matter
how intuitive a new product is, the
chances are that homo literatus will still
need something to help realise its true
value. C
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